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Like many of you, my road to learning the value of 

Stewardship to the Church, and more importantly to 

myself, had a number of twists and turns. 

I was raised going to CCD and Church every Sunday 

while growing up…unless we were really sick, we went!  

My Grandmother, Mary Frances Lanz (from whom I 

learned a lot about faith) has shared that I used to give 

out “Communion” with Nabisco Vanilla Wafers – I have 

no real memory of this, but can believe the stories. 

Ironically, I was never an Altar Server, having some fear 

of the Reverend John T. Spalding – whom I later got to 

know and respect. 

Following many years of the “what ifs” thinking about the Priesthood, high school and college 

years, initial work years in the library world, I took the plunge; with the encouragement of Fr. 

Bill Fichteman, I followed transitional Deacon Jeff Nicolas back to St. Meinrad after his summer 

at St. James to pursue the vocation.  I have told people that “I got the call, but it was a wrong 

number”; I don’t think I gave God or myself enough credit.  Possibly a timing issue, more likely 

that was not the journey I was meant to go on…either way, that door closed, and I honestly did 

not know when another would open. 

G. K. Chesterton said, “Coincidences are spiritual puns”; in other words, what we might think 

of as being pure coincidences are actually plans that the Lord had in mind for us.  Proverbs 16:9 

says, “In his mind a man plans his course, but the Lord directs his steps”.  Fr. Chuck Walker 

asked Frank Bryan to chair the Parish Council, but he had to find a replacement for Worship 

chair first; Frank knew I desired to be active in the Church again – the 1st door opened. After 

many years of scheduling the Altar Servers, Elaine Pike stepped down from that Ministry (to 

later take on another one      ) – so the “never Served” took on that sub-Committee – the 2nd door 

opened.  Fr. Martin Linebach sought additional assistance around the Sanctuary and asked me 

to accept the role of an Acolyte – door #3. 

Stewardship embodies the grateful response of a Christian disciple who recognizes and receives 

God’s gifts and shares those gifts in expressing their love of God and his neighbor.  We do not 

all have a great deal of time, recognize our own talent or are overflowing with great treasure – 

but we do not have to be.  What we do have to be is willing to share whatever we can, to show 

how much we love God and our fellow Christians – we all have something we can offer. I 

encourage each of you to seek those doors – or to just be willing to try and open them when 

they are in front of you. 


